AUSTRALIAN WOOL INNOVATION
WOOLPOLL 2021
VOTER RECOMMENDATION

HOW A 2% LEVY WILL
DELIVER FOR AUSTRALIAN
WOOLGROWERS

CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
The Board of AWI is recommending
woolgrowers vote for a return to a
2% levy in the upcoming WoolPoll,
which will benefit all Australian
woolgrowers.
Our industry has many opportunities
but also lots of challenges and that’s
why we need the extra investment
for research, development and
marketing. Without an increase in
the wool levy from the current level,
good projects that help growers
will not be acted on or delivered as
quickly. It would be like fighting with
one hand behind our back.

AWI already operates in a lean,
efficient and transparent manner,
and we are currently dipping into
the reserves which the company has
built up during past years for tough
times like right now. But continued
drawing down on our reserves is
not sustainable.
If funding stays at current levels,
AWI’s ability to deliver for growers
will be limited. It’s as simple as that.
Now is the right time to invest more
and get better long term returns
for our great industry.
JOCK LAURIE

AWI
RECOMMENDS 2%
The Australian wool industry has
a bright future but it needs more
investment to maximise the potential.
That is why Australian Wool Innovation,
the industry’s research, development
and marketing body, is asking you as a
woolgrower to vote for a 2% wool levy.
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CARLO
TUNIOLI

Director, Communications
Benetton Group – ITALY
Our latest campaign to promote wool in our
stores in Europe has been very successful both
commercially and in communication. AWI –
Woolmark’s support was instrumental and helped
us to highlight the fantastic characteristics of
Merino wool and to bring our clients closer to the
wonderful world of Australian woolgrowers.
Benetton has wool in its DNA and our project
with AWI – Woolmark is a perfect example of
productive collaboration between different factors
of the wool supply chain.

WEN
QINGNAN

Chairman, Tianyu Wool
Industry Co. Ltd – CHINA
AWI plays an active role in promoting the
global wool industry and has made remarkable
achievements in the China market. Wool is a
gift from nature. Its comfort, sustainability and
biodegradability are attracting more consumers to
wool products. We are very confident in the future
of wool farming and its sustainable development.
We believe that AWI will provide more
technology to benefit more Australian woolgrowers
and make them actively raise sheep, so as to
supply steady high-quality wool for the sustainable
development of the wool industry.

AWI PLAYS AN ACTIVE
ROLE IN PROMOTING THE
GLOBAL WOOL INDUSTRY.
WEN QINGNAN

VANESSA
YAO

President, ICICLE – CHINA
AWI (The Woolmark Company) has very much
inspired us in the development of wool products with
their globally pioneering research and exploration!

GIOVANNI
SCHNEIDER

CEO, Schneider Group – ITALY
COVID-19 has accelerated a global market change,
which was already happening, especially in the fashion
field. Sales of formal suits will never get back to
pre-COVID levels.
In the past years, The Woolmark Company
has constantly promoted wool in casual products
and the sponsorship of Luna Rossa during the last
America's Cup and tennis player Andy Murray are an
excellent synthesis of what has been done. It’s perfectly
in tune with the new market scenario.
On top of that, I really appreciate the efforts of
AWI in working with different stakeholders such as the
European Union (in the PEF context) and environmental
associations to affirm and highlight wool as one of the
most sustainable fibres.
This is by far the most difficult battle our
industry will have to fight in the next decade, and
without the high professional support of AWI our
industry would be destined to succumb to big fast
fashion conglomerates that continue to affirm that
plastic-based fibres are more sustainable than
natural ones.
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THERE IS THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
INVEST MORE IN
THE VITAL WORK
WE DO ON BEHALF
OF GROWERS.
A 2% wool levy will deliver better
outcomes for woolgrowers by
increasing investment in key
projects that help growers.
Things like:

SHEEP
PRODUCTION

CONSULTATION

PROCESSING
INNOVATION

MARKETING

TRACEABILITY

AWI will invest in tools to
breed profitable sheep with
the aim to help growers
respond to changing
market demands.

AWI will invest in broader
international profiling
and insights within major
traditional and emerging
markets, with the aim to
create diversified supply
chains and markets
for Australian wool.

AWI will invest in expanding
all activities in the Eastern
and Western Hemispheres
through extension of
education and product &
process innovation.

AWI will focus investment
on greater marketing reach
to the Western Hemisphere
and East Asia markets.
This will be done through
campaigns by promoting
wool’s eco credentials and
performance benefits to
consumers and trade.

AWI will increase
investment across all
programs of traceability and
eco credentials through the
supply chain to ensure that
clear messaging is provided.

AMAZON.
COM

WOOL

They are not only an invaluable
resource for gathering vital
information about consumer and
economic trends but also serve as
an on-the-ground advocate for the
many benefits of Australian wool.
AWI has always been a lean
organisation but the last two years
has seen it shrink.

AWI will invest in RD&E to reduce
the incidence of flystrike, improve
reproduction rates and will place
greater emphasis on the eco
credentials of wool growing.
AWI will additionally invest in the
strengthening of next generation
initiatives with opportunities for
ongoing learning.

The Wool Lab digital library

Increased investments on traceability
and eco credentials will allow wool
to be best positioned and meet the
shifting requirements of overseas
customers.

Castore x The Woolmark Company
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AWI will also extend the media
investment and messaging reach
of our eco credentials campaign
globally and engage with more
high-profile ambassadors to
promote the benefits of Merino
wool globally.

National Merino Challenge

So we cut back projects and staff
dramatically.

Greater investment in the digital
platform of The Wool Lab to
enable the supply chain to
promote and source the world’s
best fabrics and yarns made from
Australian wool.

AWI will also extend support for
woolgrower focused events and
initiatives that engage young growers.

Lifetime Ewe Management

A lower levy when combined with
lower wool prices and a smaller
national clip has seen our revenue
hit hard, falling by 32% in one year,
from 2018/19 to 2019/20.

Now that wool prices have bounced
back to pre-pandemic levels and
thankfully there have been good
rains across most sheep growing
regions, there is the opportunity
to invest more in the vital work we
do on behalf of growers.

New performance programs in
the Western Hemisphere will be
created through brand partners
and campaign content.

#BuyBetter and choose Merino wool

AWI has a network of offices in
wool’s key consumption and textile
manufacturing markets.

KEY INITIATIVES:

KEY INITIATIVES:

KEY INVESTMENT:

KEY INITIATIVES:

KEY INVESTMENTS:

Flystrike vaccine

Wool Industry Consultative Panel (WICP)

The Wool Lab digital library

Global eco credentials campaigns

Genetic data and genomics analysis

Woolgrower Consultation Group (WCG)

Promoting traceability and wool’s
eco credentials globally

Lifetime Ewe Management (LTEM)

National Merino Challenge (NMC)

High-profile ambassadors
promoting benefits of wool

Blockchain
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HOW DO I VOTE?

WHEN DO I VOTE?

You may vote online, by mail, email or via fax.

Voting opens on 13 September 2021.
The poll closes at 5pm (AEDT) on 5 November 2021.

Online at www.woolpoll.com.au
Post 	the Ballot Paper in the reply-paid
envelope (provided in the Voter Kit) to:
	The Returning Officer,
WoolPoll 2021, Reply Paid A1509,
Sydney South NSW 1234
Email vote@linkmarketservices.com.au
Fax 	the Ballot Paper to toll-free
1800 211 736
For any questions about the voting process,
call the voter assistance line on 1800 990 365.
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AWI WORKING FOR YOU
AWI’S MISSION

AWI’S GOAL

AWI’s mission is to make
strategically targeted
investments to:

AWI’s goal is to increase the
profitability, and support
the sustainability of the
Australian wool industry
through strategically
targeted investments in
research, development
and marketing designed
to optimise return on
investment.

– enhance the profitability,
international
competitiveness and
sustainability of the
Australian wool industry.
– increase demand and
market access for
Australian wool.

AWI’S VISION
AWI’s vision is for it to be a highly
valued contributor to a vibrant,
profitable and sustainable
Australian wool industry.

Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) is the research,
development (R&D) and marketing body for the
Australian wool industry, working on behalf of
woolgrowers who pay a wool levy. We were established
by the Australian Government in 2001 to manage
woolgrowers’ collective investment in R&D for
the benefit of the industry. In 2007, AWI acquired
The Woolmark Company on behalf of growers and
recommenced the industry's marketing activities.

The Statutory Funding Agreement between AWI and the
Australian Government defines the conditions under
which AWI may invest the levy and Government-matched
funds for R&D. The primary aim of the agreement is to
ensure the funds are invested in line with woolgrower and
Government expectations.

GOVERNMENT FUNDING
$16.6 MILLION
Matching contribution from
the Australian Government for
R&D activities*

WOOLMARK
$2.9 MILLION
Income from Woolmark
licensee business

AWI TOTAL
FUNDING
$56.9 MILLION
2020/21

WOOL LEVY
$33.6 MILLION
Wool levy paid by
woolgrowers – currently
set at 1.5% of shorn
greasy wool sales

OTHER
$3.8 MILLION
Investment interest and
other income
*(capped at 0.5% of the gross value of national wool production)
These figures are from 2020/21, which are the latest audited figures AWI had available at the time of printing.

ENGAGE WITH AWI

If you want to provide input to guide AWI’s
R&D and marketing activities – you can do
so easily in a number of ways:
• Call, email or write to AWI directly and
let us know
• Become an AWI shareholder and be
able to vote in Board elections
www.wool.com/become-a-shareholder
• Visit the AWI stand at all major
wool industry events across the
country throughout the year
• If you’re a member of a grower
representative group, ask them to
feed your priorities into AWI

1800 070 099
FEEDBACK@WOOL.COM
GPO BOX 4177, SYDNEY, NSW 2001

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ON AWI’S INVESTMENTS
WWW.WOOL.COM
AWI HELPLINE: 1800 070 099
BEYOND THE BALE MAGAZINE
Hardcopy: email your name and postal
address to richard.smith@wool.com
Digital: beyondthebale.wool.com
Visit www.wool.com/subscribe for your free
subscription to AWI’s monthly e-newsletter
and AWI’s weekly wool market review.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ON REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE
www.wool.com/statutory-obligations

2021 WOOLPOLL COVER PHOTOS: (L-R, clockwise)
Flystrike prevention program, Woolmark Learning Centre,
shearing innovation – understanding and preventing
shearer’s injuries, product innovation, SafeSheds –
The Shearing Shed Safety Program and Luna Rossa Prada
Pirelli x The Woolmark Company campaign. These are
examples of ways that AWI is building demand for
Australian wool.
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OPTIONAL PREFERENTIAL VOTING
WoolPoll is an Optional Preferential Voting (OPV) system. Like at some State and local government elections
it’s your choice to vote for one, some or all levy rates on the ballot paper according to your preference.
TO CAST A FORMAL VOTE
OPV requires an eligible levy payer to mark the ballot paper with a 1 in the box next to their first
preference. You can choose to “vote for one, vote for some, or vote for all” levy rates on the ballot paper by
numbering one or more boxes.
Only you can decide where your preferences go. If your first preference is eliminated from the count,
and you have not numbered other rates then your vote will be exhausted. By numbering more than one box,
your preferences will continue to count.
Levy preference

0%

1.0%

1.5%

3

2.0%

1

2.5%

2

Illustrative example only

For your vote to have the most impact, number at least three or more boxes, with 1 next to your first
preference levy rate and continuing by numbering two or more boxes in the order of your preference.

DISTRIBUTIONS OF PREFERENCES
If after the first count there is no absolute majority of votes for a levy option, a second count will be
undertaken. The levy option with the lowest number of votes will be excluded. Each ballot paper from the
excluded levy is redistributed to the remaining levy options according to the next highest preference. After
the distribution of ballot papers, if a levy rate has an absolute majority, that levy rate is declared elected.
If needed, a further distribution of preferences will be done until a majority option is identified.

VOTE 1
2%

1

WE URGE YOU TO VOTE FOR 2% IN THE 2021
WOOLPOLL SO AWI CAN DO MORE FOR OUR GREAT
INDUSTRY TO KEEP IT HEALTHY AND PROFITABLE.
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AWI WORKING FOR YOU

@AustralianWoolInnovation
@TheWoolmarkCompany

@Australianwool
@thewoolmarkcompany

@woolinnovation
@woolmark

Australian Wool Innovation
The Woolmark Company

wool.com/podcast

feedback@wool.com

This publication should be used as a general guide. Australian Wool Innovation Limited (AWI) has used reasonable efforts to ensure that the information
is correct and current at the time of publication. To the extent permitted by law, AWI excludes all liability for loss or damage arising from use of the
information herein. © 2021 Australian Wool Innovation Limited. All rights reserved. GD4165

